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Muskellunge Lake Association, Inc. 

     
PRESIDENTS MESSAGE  - Mike Newmeister, newmeister@frontier.com  715-479-2485 

I hope you enjoy the new format of the newsletter. Like many thing these days the software we 
used for years became obsolete and was difficult to upgrade. So like all volunteer organizations we had 
to find another way. The current format is built in MS Word. This will make it easier for you to send us 
content to put in the newsletter and make it easier to publish. By the way, if you are a wiz at Word, we 
could always use some help on the editor’s desk. Let us know your thoughts on making any 
improvements. 
 

On The Night 
With the approach of the spring equinox, our thoughts are drawn to the upcoming warming and 

sunny days that draws most of us to the lake.  Despite the splendor of these coming days, it is the nights 
that make our part of the world a very special and exciting place. 
Over the past half century, mankind has polluted the heavens with all manner of lights.  The skies of our 
ancestors have disappeared for most people on earth.  And with it, much of the awe and mystery we 
associate with our universe has disappeared as well. If you believe pictures tell a story, check out this 
web page from Dark Sky Wisconsin. http://darkskywisconsin.uwex.edu/images/us_growth_copia.jpg 
Alas, on the lake we are favored by incredibly clear skies.  On a moonless, cloudless night, from the 
middle of the lake we may be witness to as many as 8,500 of the 2 billion stars comprising the Milky 
Way Galaxy.  And with a keen observation, we will recognize the same patterns in the sky that the 
ancients saw, named, and in many places worshipped millennia ago.  If you want to impress your friends 
and neighbors with cosmic knowledge, check out the website of the Milwaukee Planetarium 
http://www4.uwm.edu/planetarium/.  There you can find a link to a monthly newsletter and sky map to 
aid your star quest. (Better yet, subscribe to the newsletter and get it emailed to you) 
And not all we see in the night sky are stars.  The Evening Star is not a star at all. It’s our neighbor Venus, 
a planet often visible on the western horizon near sunset. It was the motion of the planets, now 8 in 
number following the demotion of Pluto, which confounded sky gazers for eons in the vain effort to 
keep earth at the center of the universe. 
  For those of us in the northern hemisphere, one point of light, the galaxy Andromeda, is easily 
observable with the naked eye.  Andromeda, twice the size of our own Milky Way and a mere 2.5 million 
light years away, is one of estimated 100 to 200 billion galaxies inhabiting the universe. 
Some of the night sky is the stuff we put there in our quest to better understand our universe and 
enhance our drive to survive on earth.  Many artificial satellites are geostationary and thus appear to us 
to be as fixed as the stars, their orbits synchronized with that of earth.  One of the most compelling 
satellites is the International Space Station.  Traveling at 17,000 miles per hour, it is often visible to us 
within an hour or so of sunrise and sunset.  The best of the sightings last all of 4 awe inspiring minutes.  
Later this month, a new crew will take up occupancy for a full year.  Here’s the link to the viewing 
schedule.  (If you’re really interested, set up a text or email alert also at this sight) 
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http://spotthestation.nasa.gov/sightings/index.cfm 
Don’t miss out on periodic fireworks we commonly refer to as meteor showers.  There are seven 

spread across the calendar year, the next being the Lyrids on April 21 and 22.  Here’s a link to the dates 
of the others. http://stardate.org/nightsky/meteors Take an afternoon nap, then go float a boat and 
take a look. 

Far and away the most spectacular show of the heavens is the Northern Lights or Aurora 
Borealis.  Although more visible the further north one is located, they can be observed at the 46 altitude 
as well.  I don’t pretend to know why they occur, I just know they blow you away when you’re privileged 
to observe them.  It all has to do with a distorted solar wind that blows our way interacting with our 
magnetic field.  Needless to say, predicting the show is an inexact exercise, yet efforts are made.  There 
are several sources of prediction on the web including this one.  http://www.aurorahunter.com/aurora-
prediction.php 

If any of this has wetted your appetite to get out at night, there is one more thing to add to your 
bucket list. In our own backyard is one of the most amazing planetariums on earth.  Frank Kovac of 
Monico has built the 4th and largest of globe style planetarium by himself.  Here’s his web site.  Go there 
and take every one of your friends.  No one will be disappointed. 
http://www.kovacplanetarium.com/index.htm 

*** 

 
WELCOME COMMITTEE – Lillis Raboin, wlraboin@aol.com  920-374-9784 
We've had no new neighbors to be welcomed by the Welcome Committee since the last newsletter. 
However, our lake community and our lake received a heartening compliment when a brother and sister 
and their families who had held joint ownership of a property on our lake made the decision to each 
become owners of separate properties. The sister, Beth Dunning, and her husband, Charles Dunning are 
now the sole owners of the property on Bayview Trail they once owned with Beth's brother and wife. 
Beth's brother, Mark Adam, and his wife, Bonnie, have purchased the "red cabin" on Wilderness Trail 
formerly owned by Charles Richardson which is across the bay from Charles and Beth.  It's fortunate that 
we can keep both couples as neighbors.    

*** 
 

SUNSHINE COMMITTEE – Judy Peterson, Bob67judy@frontier.com or 715-479-2555 
We still have snow on the ground. The sunsets are very colorful and Saturn is very bright. Think Spring!! 

 
- On Nov. 19th 2014 Get Well cards were sent to Don Decastaker and Dennis Rydzewski. 
- A Get Well card was sent to Rosemary Cooper on Jan. 6th 2015. 
- On Jan. 21st a Sympathy card was sent to Don Decastaker's nephew. 
- On Feb. 5th a Sympathy card was sent to Mark Fouts and family after learning of the passing of 

Dick Heliniak. Both Don and Dick were long time residents of our lake and Dick was one of the 
original founders of Muskellunge lake Association. 

*** 

 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE – Miriam Johnston  mirog@frontier.com  715-479-5961 
  A group of 32 were healthy enough to gather at the Eagle River Inn on Saturday, 
Jan.24th. Even though it was a smaller group, we had great time visiting and pushing the winter blues 
away.  Donna Kania was the recipient of the Muskellunge Lake Mug this year, while Mark Adams was 
extremely lucky winning not one but both parts of split the bucks.  There were unique raffles to be had; 
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three won by Judy Petersen, one by Jeff Maines, Roger  Johnston and Julie Priefer (new this past year to 
our lake).  

Keep a watch out for the 2016 date.  

*** 

 
TREASURER – Roger Johnston  mirog@frontier.com  715-479-5961 

As of January 1st we have 78 paid memberships for 2015.  Thanks to those of you who 
responded so quickly.  A quick response makes my job easier. If you have lost your application envelope 
or never received one, you can still join.  Simply mail your $40 check to -  

MLA  
PO Box 2203  
Eagle River, WI 54521  

In the memo section indicate that the check is for 2015 MLA Membership. See you on the lake!  
*** 

 
WEBMASTER – Jeff Rappold, musky.board@gmail.com 920-585-9133 

Thanks everybody for continuing to use the web site www.muskellungelake.org to gather 
information about the history of our lake as well as current events. The Photo Gallery area continues to 
be ever popular so continue to send me photos of your lakeside fun, family and scenery. We will all 
enjoy it I’m sure.  

Don’t forget to like our Facebook page Muskellunge Lake Assn. – Vilas Co. Our Facebook page 
has a reach to many on our lake members and is growing. With many people now using smart phones, it 
is easier than ever to post something for others on our lake to see. If you post something on our page, I 
will get it and share it with everyone who has liked our page. This is probably the best way to also post 
for sale or want ads to your lakeside neighbors. If you are not on Facebook and have an ad, just send it 
to me and I’ll post it for you. That way, we can try to keep the garbage off our Facebook page and keep 
hackers away from our web site and your email addresses. As a reminder, the contact information 
(address, phone, email) for every one of the members is on the in the secure members only area of the 
website. Send me an email if you have forgotten your password. Be sure as well to send me any updates 
of your personal contact info you are aware of.  

New this year we will send to your email address a link to this newsletter several weeks after the 
paper version is published. Some my like the ability to link web links easily. We will also be able to add 
content like photos and videos that isn’t possible on paper 

*** 
 

BOAT LANDING – John Kurhajec  john.kurhajec.b1h7@statefarm.com 715-479-1703  
  Our public boat landing continues to be the greatest threat to the overall health of our lake.  
Although Eurasian Milfoil has been on the radar for many years, it seems new threats add added to our 
concerns with each year.  The latest is Spiny Water Flea.  They reproduce quickly, consume zooplankton 
depriving a food source for smaller fish and retiles, and because of their ‘spiny tail’ are hard to digest for 
small fish resulting in their mortality. 

The MLA Board has once again contracted with the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh to provide 
boat landing monitoring during the summer months.  We have contracted for 200 hours of coverage.  
We are still for lake residents to backfill additional hours.  However, new regulations are now in place 
concerning volunteer training.  Anyone interested in monitoring the landing should first contact John. 
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The Board also agreed to a systematic monitoring of the water adjacent to the landing.  We will several 
area by GPS coordinates and periodically check for invasive in those selected areas.  You can help by 
taking on this task once a year during open water. 

*** 

 
 
 
AERATOR – Bob Hodkiewicz  hud4@frontier.com  715-479-7194 
 On January 3rd the aerator fencing was put in. The system was started and is running very well, 
with a large open water opening in the Lake. 
            Thanks to the ten volunteers that helped:  Bob Petersen, Tom Cerull, Mark and Debbie Fouts, 
Tom Scheuerman, Mike Newmeister, Jeff Splitt, Jon Kurhajac, Jeff 
Rappold and myself. Afterwords we met at our house and had some 
chili made by my wife Susan, and sweets from Mimi Johnston, and 
some refreshments. 
 
 

*** 
 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
Ok. It is time to put on your thinking caps. Consider joining in this year for the 4th annual Muskellunge 
Lake boat parade. It is always good fun and entertaining for your neighbors as well. With no specific 

theme this year, anything goes. You can be as elaborate as you would like or 
just hop in the boat and join us for a lap to show off your boat whether shiny 
new or seen a better day. More detail to follow as we get closer. All should 
plan to participate in our annual food drive on the same day. It is a way for 
us to give back to the local community and support the area we all enjoy 
 

*** 

 
Odds and Ends 
 Note: This will be a new headline area to put stuff that doesn’t seem to fit elsewhere. This could 
be fish stocking and census results. New regulations. Water monitoring info. General reminders or 
recognitions. Boat lift for sale, garage sales. This is the catch all area. Send in your notices or any other 
stuff and it will be shared here. 
 

NEW POST ! 
 Like new Pro Bass Tracker 165 with less than 50 hours on its ELPT Mercury. Welded aluminum 
hull ... wet well  ... trolling motor ... fish finder ... focsle & fantail fishing seats ... custom trailer ... plus all 
normal outfitting gear.  
Boat now "too young" for "too old" a fisherman.  
$7250 less 10% Musky Neighbor Discount.  
Call Roger Nelson at (715) 477-2329 or stop by 1991 Bayview Trl. See pictures soon on MLA Web. 
 

*** 
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CALENDAR 
 May 2 MLA Board Meeting Eagle River Airport 
 July 4 Annual Boat Parade No ‘Theme’ this year so put on your imagination 
 July 25 Annual Meeting of the Lake Association Kalmar Center Eagle River 

*** 
 

 
 
 


